
“Be who you is, because if you ain’t who you is,
you is who you ain’t.”

                                              

                                                   - quoted by Brennan Manning
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Impersonating 
Ourselves

The Truth about the False Self



Review...so far:

 Satan’s PLAN B for Christians

 An Expression of our Flesh

 God Won’t Relate to our False Self

 Massive Drain of Energy & Potential

Proverbs 28:13:
   “a dishonest man will not prosper...”

The False Self:





  False     Real      True

 To the degree we acknowledge and understand our 
False Self...

 And live humbly and hopefully in the unavoidable 
tension our Real Self...

 God releases our True Self, deepening our 
intimacy with Him and others and propelling us 
toward our created potential

The  Journey:





Sooner or later we must distinguish between 
what we are not and what we are.  We must 
accept the fact that we are not what we would 
like to be.  We must cast off our false, exterior 
self like the cheap and showy garment that it is.  
We must find our real self, in all it’s elemental 
poverty but also in its great and very simple 
dignity: created to be the child of God, and 
capable of loving with something of God’s own 
sincerity and His unselfishness.

- Thomas Merton

False       Real       True 



 So...what is the Real Self ?

 How does God view our Real Self ?

 the Real Self isn’t our True Self

“The self that God persistently loves is not my prettied-up 
pretend self but my actual self - the real me.  The fact that 
God knows and loves us as sinners makes it possible for us 
to know and love our self as sinner.”

False       Real       True 

- David Benner



Surrender your poverty and acknowledge 
your nothingness to the Lord.  Whether 
you understand it or not, God loves you, 
is present in you, lives in you, dwells in 
you, calls you, saves you and offers you an 
understanding and compassion which are 
like nothing you have ever found in a 
book or heard in a sermon.

                      - Thomas Merton

The Real Self:



“We take a Bible story or one that happened to 
someone, and we edit it...so it starts slow, builds, and 
ends with a climax. Nobody lives like that! Yet we 
hear this over and over in our sermons and the books 
we read. We begin to think life is actually lived like 
that. 
No wonder most of us are depressed, most of us are 
dishonest, most of us refuse to talk about our faith... 
People want to have a faith, but they are tired of 
lying. People are tired of pretending that their 
lives are better than they actually are.”

 –Mike Yaconnelli



Beginning to 
live from our 

Real Self
can feel like:

You
beginning to live 
in your Real Self

your
False Self









A Hopeful Brokenness:

  Isaiah 6,  Romans 7,  Psalm 51

A Mixed Bag:

 Elijah’s Story

 Did I Hear You Right?

 Matthew vs. Judas

 A Letter to the False Self

“It is pride that made redemption needful; it is from our 
pride we need, above everything, to be redeemed.” 

- Andrew Murray



The Power of
Unconscious 

Theology

Question:
What’s the Look on 
His Face when He’s 
Thinking of  You?





It is one of the most 
unmistakable aspects of 
reality that the life of man 
can only be  changed  over 
a long span of time… To 
be man is never to be 
perfect, but to strive in 
willingwilling openness toward a limited perfection 

which one is allowed to reach in one’s life.             

- Adrian Van Kaam



Next:  The True Self

 To the degree we honestly face our  False 
Self...

 And live humbly and hopefully in our Real 
Self...

 God releases our True Self, deepening our 
intimacy with Him and others and propelling 
us toward our created potential.

Impersonating 
Ourselves

The Truth about the False Self


